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Shanghai’s industrial structure underwent a drastic transformation in relation to the intense warfare of summer 1937, followed by the Japanese occupation of entire sections of the city for 8 years (1937–1945). At the time of the conflict, the city
was the major power engine of the country, with thousands of workshops and factories working around the clock for the local,
domestic and even international markets. Based on a unique set of sources, this article examines the location and movement
of industries in the city at two different moments separated by a military conflict, with a view to highlight the distinguishing
characteristics of Shanghai as an industrial city in turmoil. The article starts with a discussion of the industrial trajectory of
the city and its particular territorial and political configurations. While the war produced a redistribution of factories, various
structural factors also contributed to a certain degree of continuity linked to the modes of industrial production. The article
proposes a thorough analysis of the nature of the industrial landscape and then examines the spatial patterns of industrialization and their transformation in times of duress. It aims to explain how the manufacturing component of Shanghai’s
space-economy evolved and matured during the wartime period.
Keywords: Shanghai; industry; space; war; migration

1.

Industry in Shanghai’s urban development

Shanghai presented a unique territorial configuration due
to the existence of several autonomous administrative
jurisdictions within the city (Figure 1). Originally made up
of the walled city and its southern suburbs – a harbour and
trading area – Shanghai saw the institution of foreign settlements (British, French and American) after the Opium
wars, ruled by foreigners under the privilege of extraterritoriality. Along with the rise of the city as a major
trade centre, new neighbourhoods (Zhabei) also emerged
to the north of the foreign establishments while further
spatial expansion into the countryside by the latter literally
swallowed the myriads of villages and fields all around.
By the 1930s, the city was made up of two central blocks –
the French Concession and the International Settlement –
bordered by two Chinese-administered areas to the north
(Zhabei) and the south (Nanshi, the former walled city).
With regard to the development of industries, the general
pattern was one of unequal distribution and functional
difference between the various districts. With the French
Concession remaining mostly a commercial and residential
district and Nanshi retaining its central role as a commercial district (shops and craftsmen), industrial ventures
concentrated mostly in the International Settlement and
Zhabei.
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Industrial development started late in Shanghai as the
Chinese government lifted restrictions on investment in
industry only after the Shimonoseki Treaty of 1895. In the
previous period, foreigners had opened only small shipyards for ship repair and maintenance along the main
Huangpu River. With this new ‘opening’ of China, industrial workshops started to dot the Shanghai landscape. The
pattern of industrial location was driven by the same factors
and constraints observed elsewhere by geographers and
economists: cost and ease of transportation by river, then
railway, to bring in raw materials, and ship industrial goods
to regional, national and overseas markets (Anas et al.
1998, pp. 1428–1429). The need for water in the industrial
process, especially textile, was also a major determinant.
Finally, availability of cheap land also played a role as by
the turn of the century housing, shops and commercial and
financial establishments had already conquered the central districts of the International Settlement (Badri 2007;
Mccann and Sheppard 2003).
Due to the particular political set-up under which
Shanghai was ruled, no authority was in a position to
play the role of the state to regulate the establishment
of industries. In Chinese-administered territory, there was
no modern municipal administration before 1927, neither was there a tradition of crafts-based production as
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Figure 1. General map of Shanghai and police districts in the International Settlement.

in Tokyo (Waley 2009, pp. 406–407). In the foreign settlements, while the treaties legally curtailed actual rights
on the use of land, the two authorities adopted a different policy. In the French Concession, industries were not
encouraged and when industrial development took place,
the workshops and factories were permitted to open only
in a restricted area, in the southern section of the settlement next to the Chinese municipality. In the International
Settlement, the Shanghai Municipal Council carried out
a laissez-faire policy, considering that it had no vetoing
power on the location of industries. Even during the war
when pressure mounted from the expansion of industries
on its territory, it bet only on persuasion and market prices
to prevent large or polluting ventures from settling nearby
residential quarters (Shanghai Municipal Archives (SMA),
File U1-4-2108).
It is safe to state then that by and large Shanghai industries developed in an environment free from state intervention or even hard local regulations. The concentration and
availability of capital in the foreign settlements, especially
in terms of crisis, drove investment into industrial ventures of all kinds and sizes. Two patterns of manufacturing
coexisted in parallel: the widely distributed small workshop system typical of a spatially restricted society and
limited capital, and the new factory system of large integrated mills. The main determinants for selecting a place
were definitely the cost of land – it was of course cheaper
at the periphery of the central districts and in Chineseadministered areas – the availability of manpower – yet,
most of the manpower came from outside and settled where
factories opened – and accessibility to water for transportation and disposal of effluent. Another structuring factor, of

course, was the size and nature of industrial ventures. Since
industry emerged at a late stage in Shanghai, there was no
process of shifting from small craft workshops to integrated
mills. The Shanghai industrial landscape included both
forms almost from the start and both persisted throughout
the Republican period until 1949. The emergence of large
textile mills shaped a particular industrial geography in the
International Settlement with large factories settling in the
eastern district, on the left bank of the Huangpu River,
and in the western district, on the bank of the Soochow
Creek. The opposite bank in Chinese-administered Zhabei
was also lined with factories by Chinese entrepreneurs.
Rivers, therefore, like in many cities, played a defining
role in the emergence of industrial districts (Waley 2009,
pp. 420–421).
Initial development was fairly slow and the pressure for
land remained limited until the First World War. The multiplication of industrial ventures of all sizes also meant a
more widespread distribution throughout the urban area,
including the inner core of the city. While Zhabei continued
to gain more workshops, factories and plants also sprang
up in the back of the central commercial districts in the
International Settlement. This resulted in an unbalanced
development, neither a colonization of the whole urban
space nor an industrial belt as in the experience of most
European or American cities (Hanushek and Song 1978,
Badri 2007). The distribution of industries in Shanghai
took the shape of Napoleon’s famous hat, with Zhabei and
its thousands of small workshops as the top flanked by
the two concentrations on heavy weight factories in the
International Settlement. In this article, however, we shall
miss the top part of the hat.
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2.

Sources and data processing

The central primary sources for this study are the industrial surveys made by the Shanghai Municipal Council
(SMA, ‘List of industrial concerns’). There surveys seem
to have been ordered to meet the concern of the authorities about issues of public health due to the multiplication
of small factories and workshops alongside houses and
shops. At this stage, we were only able to avail ourselves
of the surveys, but not of the trail of documentation (correspondence, reports, etc.) that must have accompanied
them. While the SMA represents the most open archival
institution in China, the historian remains confronted to a
dual problem. First, archives in Shanghai are made available only after a strict process of verification about their
potentially sensitive nature in political terms. Second, the
original classification of the archives was lost after 1949.
As a result, the original logical administrative connections
that ordered the arrangement of archives no longer exist.
A partial reconstruction of the history of the surveys
shows that the first step in that direction was taken in
1930. This is the earliest document we have identified so
far (SMA, File U1-14-1327). A second survey based on
better-defined and more homogeneous criteria, yet with a
lot of imprecision, was launched in the following year.
We shall not use these two surveys here as they require a
more complex treatment due to the nature of the data, but
above all to the very poor quality of the documents made
available to us (copies from a bad microfilm) (SMA, File
U1-14-598). The next complete available survey is 1934
(SMA, File U1-16-2102). Thereafter, every year except
1937, the police surveyed industrial factories with more
than 10 workers. The last identified document is for the
year 1940. While 1937 was an exceptional year, with war
starting in North China in early July, there is no real explanation as to the absence of survey in that year as it used to
be conducted in July. After the takeover of the International
Settlement by the Japanese Army in December 1941, surveys must have been suspended with the disruption in the
work of the Shanghai Municipal Council. Yet, the July
1941 survey could have been carried out.
The surveys are very valuable materials that offer rich
data on a population of 3363 individual industrial companies. The nature of the sources as well as the local
conditions – both past and present – raised specific issues
and difficulties in dealing with the recorded data. The
issues and difficulties conditioned the ways in which we
approached our topic and used GIS to examine the situation of industries in Shanghai in the 1935–1940 period and
the impact of war thereupon. Nevertheless, in this project,
GIS offered a tool without which these data could not have
been processed and the materials would have remained dormant in a folder.1 The Shanghai industrial surveys provided
for each factory the name, address, nationality (owner) and
size of the workforce. These data were incorporated into a
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database with normalized addresses that conformed to the
model used in our geocoding tool (see infra). We also added
a typology by industrial branch and sectors on the basis of
the activity displayed in the name itself. With few exceptions, the activity was made explicit in the proper name
(cotton mill, brewery, iron works, etc.). The adopted typology is based on the French INSEE typology, with additions
to take into account industrial activities that are no longer
relevant. Due to our concern to follow-up industries into
the twenty-first century, we decided to adopt a contemporary classification and work backwards to adapt to past
industrial activities.
A significant problem in processing the data was the
issue of language and readability. The name of the factories
were registered under their English/foreign original name,
but as the largest number of companies were Chinese,
they were registered under a local form of transliteration,
mostly based on Shanghainese. The policemen who did
the surveys were no linguists. While there was definitely
a relative coherence through time, there were also lots of
inconsistencies, the same factory being recorded under
different ‘names’. Given the sensitivity of data processing
to alphabetical order, for instance, a simple change of
letter tends to ‘create’ a new company. The difficulty
was compounded by the poor quality of the documents
we used, either Xeroxed or printed from microfilms.
In many cases, the pages were cut at the margin, top or
bottom, cutting off a part of the name or entire companies.
While Chinese characters were also provided, the same
issues of readability, not to mention the time required to
double the entries, prevented us from taking advantage
of this potential help. We corrected the names by using a
succession of filters that identified factories with similar
names (with a margin of one to two characters).

2.1. Issues of localization
The localization of industrial sites on a map of Shanghai
was implemented through the geocoding tool that we have
been building for the Virtual Shanghai GIS server. It allows
locating automatically the collected information on a map
with the indication of the exact address. The database for
address geocoding was created in 2006 to meet the need to
process and spatialize as much information extracted from
the archives as possible. It is still in process as we improve
it incrementally with each new case study elaborated within
the framework of the Virtual Shanghai project. The cumulative quality of the geocoding tool makes it our main
instrument for cartography. The tool was originally created
from three main source maps that exhibited very detailed
and accurate spatial information, including street names
and plate numbers: Shanghai commercial guide 1939 &
1946 and the Shanghai business atlas of 1989 (Shanghai
shi hanghao lutu lu 1939, Shanghai shi shangyong dituce
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1989). These three detailed map atlases cover different
areas of Shanghai at the block level at different periods. The
three source atlases were made up of hundreds of individual
maps that we georectified and stitched together so as to
create maps that could be used in ArcGIS. The numbering of the buildings within the former foreign settlements
did not change ‘fundamentally’ over time. This allowed us
to use the three maps concurrently as they complemented
each other.

2.3. The dual ranges locator style
This type of locator is adapted to the numbering system of
the primary network described above. The address locator
style uses feature classes with line geometry as reference
data. Each street segment (a street portion bounded by two
intersections with two other streets) was vectorized and
associated to address ranges: a low number and a high number representing the address range for a given segment of
the street, such as 2–60 on the left-hand side and 1–57 on
the right-hand side. The address locator can determine a
location along the street segment and the relevant side of
the street segment where the address is located. Thus, the
result of the geocoding process with a dual ranges locator
is not the true position of the address, but a recalculated
position. Some streets, especially those located along the
French Concession and those serving as a border with the

Structure of the road network

The road network in Shanghai consisted of a primary
network (main streets network) and a secondary network
(alleys network) (see Figure 2). To locate an address, we
created a composite locator (composite address locator)
that compiled two kinds of locators. This allowed us to
incorporate the main features of the road network.
The primary network was made up of the streets that
defined blocks. They were interconnected with each other.
These streets had a unique foreign and Chinese name. The
system of street numbering was based on ascending numbering along street segments with a separation between odd
numbers and even numbers on each side of the street.
The secondary network consisted of alleys within the
blocks that were grafted onto the primary network. In this
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2.2.

network, individual alleys did not have a foreign name and
the same name could be found to designate several different alleys. This phenomenon was linked to the predilection
of Chinese for certain characters deemed to bring good
fortune. Although alleys all carried a distinctive name,
they were numbered in the same order as street numbers
in the primary network (their main entrance counted as a
door step).
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Chinese city, as well as the docks and several streets in the
northwestern portion of the International Settlement were
numbered continuously (1, 2, 3, 4, . . . ) on one side only
or sometimes in a discontinued order. These specific cases
were included in the second type of locator.

and transliteration of streets with temporal data and their
corresponding segments in the GIS.
For this study on industries, the set of tools discussed
above enabled us to locate factories with the highest level
of precision (single house locator) for 79% of the cases and
with a precision along a segment in 19% of all cases. Only
2% of factories were placed randomly along a segment
when the address was incomplete (street name without
street number). In seven cases, it was impossible to find
the location at all. Geocoding helped us localize factories
and use spatial queries (e.g. proximity search) to correct
certain errors or inconsistencies in address that could not
have been detected in the database. These corrections were
important, as their persistence would have distorted the
results, especially in the study of the turnover of industries
(closing, opening and moving).
The sources also presented specific issues that require a
short discussion. Chinese and/or foreign police officers did
the actual fieldwork to identify the factories. Each district
and subdistrict organized teams of surveyors who simply went through every street and alley in the area under
their watch. With time, they certainly accumulated experience and knowledge. Yet, the very structure of Shanghai’s
complex street grid, with hundreds of criss-crossing alleys
and suballeys made the proper registration of address a
real challenge, even for experienced policemen. In other
words, the same factory could be ‘located’ at two different

2.4. The single house locator style
The second locator style uses feature classes with point
geometry as reference data. Each feature in the reference
data corresponds to a single address (door and alley number on Figure 2). Yet, there was an additional difficulty
with street names. Contrary to street numbers, the name
of streets changed over time. This was not just about
renaming a few streets. At various intervals, due to an
administrative decision to homogenize the previous system of street names (International Settlement in 1865 or
French Concession in 1906) or more often as a result
of political changes (in 1943, 1945 and of course after
1949) a large number of streets had their names changed.
Moreover, at any given time before 1943 (and sometimes
until 1949 due to people’s enduring habits) street names
were recorded in several parallel languages and systems
of English or French transliteration, depending on the
nature and the origin of the source. To handle the complex
and evolving web of street names, we developed a specific database that contains all the recorded denominations

(a)
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(b)
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Figure 3. A grid-based distribution of factories and workforce (1936–1938–1940).
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addresses (see Figure 2). Another issue was the relative
degree of imprecision in recording addresses, often with
only the name of the alley, but not that of the main street(s)
to which it related. Even when we had full and accurate data, locating the factories remained a challenge due
to the uneven cartographic coverage of the International
Settlement (a large part of the eastern district was not covered at the block level) and, in some cases, aberrant cases
of street numbering.
This article is the first phase of data mining that aims at
spatializing information (industrial surveys) that had previously not been processed. The choice of representation
of this information focused on a representation of raw data
or simple aggregates of workforce with a view to facilitate map reading. We plan to implement a more thorough
treatment later. To analyse the data and synthesize information, we used a vector grid consisting of cells of 250 m by
250 m. These units of measurement are more accurate than
the police districts, which due to their uneven area mask
industrial concentrations. Similarly, the synthesis of data
based on block is not too relevant because of the disparities
in the street grid. The grid is very dense in the central districts, producing smaller blocks and looser in the peripheral
districts of the International Settlement. The vector grid is
an intermediate scale of representation between block and
district levels.
The integration of the industrial surveys into GIS
provided an opportunity to combine these data with other

layers of information, especially those on the damages
caused by the bombing that occurred between August
and October 1937. This layer was produced in 2006 from
a Japanese military aerial photograph.2 Fighting and
bombings caused profound changes in the economy
(Henriot 2004). Through the industrial surveys, we attempt
to quantify industrial destruction, even if the sources are
fragmentary and/or of average quality. The interpretation
of the aerial photograph led to a classification of urban
blocks according to the degree of damage observed and
their immediate surrounding: burnt-out area; partially
burnt-out area; area close to an affected area (20-m buffer
around partially burnt-out or burnt-out area), probably
disturbed area (area isolated or partially isolated from the
rest of the city due to the destructions). By overlaying the
layers of ‘location of industrial concerns’ and ‘Extension
of damage’, we were able to determine in what type of area
potentially affected industries (industries created before
1937) were located and obtain additional information that
might explain the fate of these industries in 1938, as in
Table 2 (although the missing 1937 survey of industries
denies us the possibility to verify whether some firms
closed down before the outbreak of war).
3. A dynamic but fragile configuration (1935–1936)
Altogether there were 1275 and 1311 industrial concerns
with more than 10 workers in the International Settlement

Table 1. Industrial sectors: workforce and nationality (1935).
TYPO/Nat.

Chinese

Textile
52673
Tobacco Processing
15287
Printing
9170
Food Industry
6618
Metal Products
6389
Electric Equipment
2138
Machinery Manufacturing
2785
Rubber & Plastic Products
3410
Paper processing
1040
Public utility
Chemical Industry
2007
Unknown
249
Nonmetal Mineral Products
1146
Timber Processing
336
Other industries
699
Furniture Manufacturing
330
Metallurgy
419
Storage
140
Coal & Mineral Processing
425
Machine maintenance
20
Leather & Shoe Industry
191
Pharmaceutical Industry
Petroleum Processing
Electronic & Telecommunications
Equipment
Total
105472

Japanese

British

American

Other

Total

52741

6614
657
934
1653
314
1077
600

18
100
530
60

686
0
89
0
270
60
0
0
0
0
14
0
162
0
50
0
100
0
55
0
169
0
0
0

112732
16044
12150
8377
7437
4692
3905
3410
3333
3320
3127
1388
1331
1136
853
852
769
726
580
489
423
100
87
20

1655

187281

1427
46
464
109
18
156
12

2275
1550
698
647
23
800

60

1308
520
1770
252
480
44

522
250
586
100
19
40

450
23
100
87
20

55192

19757

5205

Source: Shanghai Municipal Archives, List of Industrial Concerns in the Settlement, Files U1-16-2103, 1935.
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War-related losses in the industrial complex (1936–1938).

Industrial sector

1936

1938

Evolution

Chemical Industry
Coal & Mineral Processing
Electrical equipment
Food Industry
Furniture Manufacturing
Leather & Shoe Industry
Machine maintenance
Machinery Manufacturing
Metal Products
Metallurgy
Nonmetal Mineral Products
Other industries
Paper processing
Petroleum Processing
Pharmaceutical Industry
Printing
Public utility
Rubber & Plastic Products
Storage
Textile
Timber Processing
Tobacco Processing
Unknown
Total

45
11
42
58
12
9
9
110
214
23
29
24
35
1
4
260
11
24
7
322
14
31
16
1311

43
20
34
48
9
7
9
36
136
8
16
20
20
2
3
143
10
9
9
210
12
15
16
835

−2
9
−8
−10
−3
−2
0
−74
−78
−15
−13
−4
−15
1
−1
−117
−1
−15
2
−112
−2
−16
0

Shanghai Municipal Archives, List of Industrial Concerns in the Settlement, U1-16-2104 [1936], U114-598 [1938].

in 1935 and 1936, respectively. The survey, therefore,
missed a large number of smaller workshops that were
discounted as craftsmen’s workshops. The vast majority
of the industrial establishments were Chinese-run (87%),
but they represented only 56–58% of the workforce. The
next big players were the Japanese (5% of companies and
30–24% of the workforce), the British (5% and 10–14%)
and the American (2% and 3%) companies. Altogether, the
nationals from these three countries employed more than
40% of the industrial workforce in a limited number of very
large integrated mills. Chinese industrialists dominated on
all counts in tobacco, printing, metal products, machine
manufacturing, food industry, rubber and plastic, chemical
industry and averaged about one-half in textile, metallurgy,
paper processing and electrical equipment. They were fully
absent from public utilities and petroleum processing.
Except for the factories located in Zhabei, we have
here a solid representative sample of Shanghai industries, including most of its large-scale factories at their
peak in the pre-war period. It is an industrial complex
geared towards consumer goods with no heavy industry. Textile production was obviously the major forte of
Shanghai entrepreneurs (60% of the total workforce). The
next two significant sectors in terms of employment were
the tobacco plants (8.6%) and printing presses (6.5%).
Yet, there were significant differences in the structure of
each sector. The textile industry was made up of a few
very large mills, especially in the cotton industry (78), and

a constellation of middle-sized and small plants, mostly
in the silk industry (178). The average workforce in cotton (1221) and silk (42) shows a huge discrepancy that
explains the pattern of geographical distribution in the city
and of migration/non-migration after the war. Tobacco
and printing presented the same pattern, though with a
lower average size in tobacco (553) compared with cotton. Printing presses (50) came close to the situation of the
silk industry. This particular structure needs to be borne in
mind when examining the transformation brought upon by
the Sino-Japanese conflict in 1937.
In the pre-war period, the large plants were concentrated in the eastern-most half of Yangshupu and the northeastern corner of the western district (Figure 4a). Smalland middle-size factories also colonized Hongkou, next to
Zhabei, with a sprinkle of smaller workshops scattered all
over the western and central districts. The residential area
to the west of racecourse was mostly spared the presence
of industrial premises, as well as the few blocks behind the
Bund area, an area dominated by banks, insurances, newspapers and other services. By and large, considerations of
costs – land was significantly cheaper in the much lessurbanized districts that still had large tracks of available
vacant land – and convenience for worker housing – something mostly left to the labourers themselves – translated
into the development of large hutment settlements.3
The central and northern districts accounted for 60% of
all establishments, though with only a very small share of
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settlement (1937–1945)
Railway
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Figure 4. Bombed areas and the distribution of industries (1936 and 1938).

the workforce (<8%) in 1935–1936. In these districts, one
could find strings of small factories similar to those present
in Zhabei, which reflected their similarity in terms of nature
of activities and organizational model. The densely populated area offered limited space for large ventures, except
in the less accessible outskirts. Quite clearly, as discussed
above, the industrial structure of Shanghai was made up
of numerous small ventures, with low capital, a limited
inventory of machines and probably little space for storage
and stocks. The overall employment structure was seriously
skewed by the existence of very large textile mills. Even
if the western and eastern districts showed overwhelming
rates for almost all industrial sectors, textile represented
72% and 54% of the total number of workers in each area,
respectively. If we include the extra-settlement road area,
the share for western Shanghai came to 77%.4 Textile and
printing were major employers (20–22% each) in the northern district, while printing (65%) clearly predominated in
the central district. Most of the tobacco factories (90%)
were located in the eastern district.
4. Internal migration and spatial reconfiguration
(1938–1940)
The Sino-Japanese hostilities in August–November
1937 brought all industries in Shanghai to a halt, either
because of direct fighting in theses areas or because of
a near stoppage of all rail and sea transportation until
the front line moved away from the city in November.
In the intervening period until the authorities carried
out the next industrial survey, Shanghai partly healed its
wounds – Zhabei never returned to its pre-war state –
and industrial plants and workshops in the International
Settlement resumed production when their premises
had been preserved or only partly damaged. The major
change, however, was a pattern of migration of industrial
establishments all through the post-conflict years. At the
local level, Shanghai exhibited patterns similar to Austria
(Walker 1986). Uncertainty drove entrepreneurs to move

or establish their plants in the politically and militarily
most secure area of Shanghai.
Although we do not know where the number of factories stood in 1937 on the eve of the conflict, there is
every reason to believe it was close to or even above the
1936 figure. When the next survey was carried out in
July 1938, the extent of the damage was obvious. There
remained 835 plants in the International Settlement, a sharp
drop from the last-known figure of 1311 in 1936. More
than 470 plants had fallen prey to the military hostilities,
either directly or as a result of economic disruption. Yet,
the 1938 survey also revealed the formidable capacity of
entrepreneurs for resilience with 341 new creations.
Whole sectors were seriously affected, most notably
textile, metal products, machinery manufacturing and
printing. Altogether more than 30,000 jobs were lost.
Yet, the number of closed or destroyed plants did not
reflect a proportionate loss in jobs. The textile industry,
for instance, lost only 2359 jobs for 112 factories, whereas
the 16 tobacco factories alone represented 11,274 jobs.
Printing, with 117 workshops, lost 6574 jobs. Moreover, as
we shall see, the impact was felt differently in the various
districts of the International Settlement.
The post-conflict recovery was spectacular. As we have
shown elsewhere, industrial production had returned to prewar levels in various sectors by the end of 1938 (Henriot
2004). In July 1939, the population of factories reached
1696, well above the pre-war figure, with a net addition of
919 new factories. Expansion continued into the following
year with a total of 1895 plants (370 new factories). The
surge was tremendous, with a full recovery of almost all
sectors, except printing (–59). Even more surprising was
the sharp increase in the number of factories above the
1936 level in textile (+310), metal products (65) and metallurgy (+24). By 1940, all sectors surpassed their pre-war
levels, except printing. Metal products and textile continued to make the largest gains (+45/46), followed by
food industry (+26). Compared to 1936, the International
Settlement hosted 584 new plants, but compared with the
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1938 collapse, the gain reached 1060 plants. This of course
took place within a limited urban area and generated new
spatial dynamics.
The size of the workforce also increased substantially.
By 1938, the local industries had recouped their losses;
the following year they posted a net increase of close to
55,000 jobs. This pattern applied to almost all sectors,
except printing and tobacco that had not yet returned to prewar manpower. This was compensated by the gains made
in the other sectors, with textile clearly pulling the job market with a net addition of 46,479 jobs and metal industries
with 3462 jobs. In July 1940, the industrial workforce stood
at 226,657, of which 65% was in textile. Another major
evolution was the gain made by Japanese factories, which
made a tremendous leap in terms of jobs (32%), outstripping further its Western competitors and coming close to
the share of Chinese industrial jobs (42%).
Warfare in the mists of the city caused a drastic
redistribution of factories in the urban space. Fighting
took place in the Chinese-administered Zhabei district,
north of the SMC-administered Yangshupu district and in
the areas along the western border of the International
Settlement. Although the territory of the settlement was
not involved in direct fighting, its proximity to the battlefield made it inevitable to suffer collateral damages from
shelling, bombing and fires. Figure 4b shows the extent
of the destroyed and damaged areas in Shanghai. This
(a)
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included substantial tracks of the northern and eastern districts of the International Settlement. Because the Chinese
and Japanese armies exchanged bombs between Zhabei
(Chinese) and either Yangshupu, used as a rear base, or
the Huangpu River, where Japanese warships moored, that
section of the settlement suffered heavy damage. Another
destructive element was the fires that engulfed whole
blocks as fighting prevented intervention by firemen. This
was especially true for the Kashing and West Hongkew districts. The total destruction of the Zhabei district in the
Chinese municipality testifies to the terrifying effect of
the bombing and fires. As no proper records of destruction exist, we reconstructed the extent of damage thanks
to Japanese military aerial photographs that we integrated
into our GIS visual database.5
In 1938, the war-torn areas had lost almost all their factories, including all the large textile mills located in the
heart of the fighting region (Figure 5). Hongkew, Kashing
and even Wayside became industrial deserts. A second
observation is the sharp drop of all the small- and middlesize workshops throughout the eastern district. The least
affected were the large mills along the riverbank, which
explains in part the limited drop of the workforce in textile. Yet, the eastern district garnered only 40% of all
industrial jobs against 53% before the war. West Hongkew,
though badly beaten, offered a glimpse of initial recovery, perhaps due to its proximity to Zhabei: factory owners

1,5 km

Job losses (closed factories)
between 1936 and 1938
7200
3600
720
1937 War destructions
Partially bumt out
Bumt-out area
Police districts in the International
settlement (1937–1945)
Railway
Street

(b)

1,5 km

Workforce in the newly-opened factories
between 1938 and 1939
7200
3600
720
1937 War destructions
Partially bumt out
Bumt out
Police districts in the International
settlement (1937–1945)
Railway 1,5 km
Street

Figure 5. (a) Closed and (b) new factories between 1936 and 1938–1939.
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had resettled in safe alternative sites nearby. An interesting pattern can also be discerned in the western district.
A significant group of large mills located in the extrasettlement road area disappeared while the size of several
factories along Soochow Creek expanded. This marked the
beginning of a process of relocation of industries in the
area. Meanwhile, it is obvious that many plants and workshops previously located in both the western and central
districts disappeared. These are clear examples of the consequences of the economic downturn due to the war. There
was no destruction in these districts, only economic collateral effects. This grim overall picture emphasized the
enormous loss of industrial substance in the International
Settlement 1 year after the fighting.
Yet, the combination of relatively untouched large integrated mills and a constellation of responsive small- and
middle-size factories able to come back to life or to be
created from scratch to meet the needs of the market led
to a markedly quick but spatially differentiated recovery.
In 1939, there was a serious recovery in the eastern district,
mostly in the more remote police wards (Yulin, Yangshupu)
and along the eastern limit of Wayside (Figure 5c). The
year 1940 saw further progress of this pattern, but in
share of industrial jobs the eastern district remained at the
same level (40%). Kahsing, however, remained an industrial desert up to 1940, probably due to the heavy material
destruction of buildings. West Hongkew confirmed its role
as a core area for small- and middle-size factories. If printing never resumed its erstwhile central position, this was
compensated by a rise in workshops for textile, tobacco
and metal products. By 1940, its industrial structure had
surpassed that of the pre-war period. In a way, it offered an
ideal location, nearby the river connecting to the factories
of the western district, right across from the central districts
(potential market) and protected from Japanese encroachment, as was the case in the occupied districts (Zhabei
and Nanshi). The most radical transformation was that of
the western district with a complete colonization of the
area, especially Pootoo and Gordon districts, by industrial
ventures. The two other districts right behind the central districts, Sinza and Chengtu, also received a sustained
influx of factories. Finally, even the more residential districts of Bubbling Well were sparingly dotted with plants,
causing Western residents to complain.
Not all industrial sectors behaved in the same way. The
spatial pattern of relocation was constrained by the nature
and size of the factories. It also depended on the availability
of machinery on the market, either to start afresh after war
destruction or to launch a new company (Harris 1961).
Small- and middle-size plants could more easily pack their
inventory and move to a new and safer location as this
happened throughout the International Settlement. The silk
industry, hardly present in the settlement in 1936, settled
en masse in the western districts. The cotton industry, however, was made up of fairly large-scale factories with a
huge inventory of equipment. They usually required very

large premises. In case of an emergency like a military conflict, factory managers could only hope to be spared from
bombing and destruction, as they could not remove their
plants from the battlefield. Actually, aside from Shanghai
proper, cotton mills in interior cities like Wuxi, moved
their machinery to Shanghai before war affected them. This
could explain why and how new cotton mills emerged in the
International Settlement as early as 1938 (CWR, 22 April
1939, p. 241). By and large, the existing cotton mills in
1936 remained where they were. Pootoo and above all
Gordon became the new base for Shanghai’s textile industry; from 44 in 1936 to 180 factories in 1940. The China
Weekly Review noted that only 64,360 new spindles were
in operation in Chinese mills out of a total of 446,217
(1,116,408 before the conflict), which points to limited
imports of new machinery (CWR, 15 July 1939, p. 212).
Yet, the magazine does not tell where these plants were
operating. This was the result of creation/migration from
the Chinese districts and outlying regions.
Thus, the major trend between 1938 and 1939/
1940 was a migration westwards. The whole western area
became the new centre of gravity of industrial production in the city. Located like Yulin and Yangtzsepoo at
the periphery of the International Settlement, these districts still had a lot of vacant land on which industrial
firms could easily set-up shop. Pootoo, previously a major
spot for textile industries – the famous Japanese company
Naigai Watta had half a dozen mills in this area – presented a major advantage as it bordered Soochow Creek.
While the migration of factories from the eastern districts
to the central and western districts can account for the
large number of plants that established their seat there,
there still remains a substantial discrepancy with the total
number of plants that settled in Western Shanghai. The
surge in numbers can only be explained by factories from
the Chinese districts that relocated for safety reasons and
resumed production after a temporary setback as well as by
the establishment of new companies. The vertiginous pace
of industrialization in the West had a very strong impact at
another level, that of the very rapid growth in the size of
the population and the need for accommodations. As the
factories or the local authorities provided nothing in terms
of housing, the result was for another type of colonization
of space by clusters of straw huts, from a few families to huge settlements of thousands of families. Densely
crowded and lacking all sanitary and safety facilities, these
hutments were subject to regular fires that sometimes gutted not just the hutment, but also factories and shops all
around.

5.

Conclusion

This article offers the first scholarly study of Shanghai
industries based on a complete and reliable census. No publication, internal or public, was ever produced along these
lines. The use of GIS opened an entirely new perspective in
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examining and processing the valuable and complex data
buried in dull administrative surveys. Of course, this is a
first step in a process that calls for further analysis in the
light of layers of data like land value, land use or population distribution. These layers in the making will help us
validate, invalidate or refine our interpretations. In terms
of substance, we proposed two main lines of inquiry at the
start of the article. The first concerned the structure and
spatial arrangement of Shanghai industries, which exhibited a well-entrenched pattern of both small-size workshops
and large integrated mills. The former was present throughout the urban space, with more substantial clusters in places
where the latter were concentrated, mostly along the banks
of Shanghai’s two rivers. Entrepreneurs found it advantageous to cluster in certain areas and benefit from economies
of scale and reduce transportation costs. A very important
concentration of the former also prevailed independently
close to Zhabei, the Chinese-administered district dominated by the railway and major train station. As this area
became the central battle ground in the city, the entire area
was devastated, forcing the factories and workshops to relocate in other parts of the city. While those with limited
needs in terms of premises and inventory easily found their
way to the safety of the central and western districts of the
settlement, the large mills had much more limited options.
While some did relocate within the limits of the settlement,
in the western district, most remained where they were, in
the traditionally industrialized eastern district.
Yet, the most significant factor was the tremendous
pace at which new companies were established after 1938.
The resulting reconfiguration affected all aspects of land
use in the settlement, including issues of population settlement, housing, sanitation, pollution and transportation.
In particular, the western area became the major stronghold
of industries in the city, while unplanned and unregulated growth in the number of small factories alongside
dwellings and shops in the more residential districts contributed to the fixation of an enduring spatial legacy only to
be reinforced and aggravated by the forced industrializing
policy of the 1950s.
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Notes
1.

The first set of documents (1936, 1938 and 1939) was
acquired in 1996 for a project on wartime Shanghai. Aside
from purely statistical treatment, their nature made them

2.

3.
4.

5.
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useless without an integrative instrument like GIS (Henriot
2004).
We combined the use of historical maps produced by British
military officers (Virtual Shanghai: Map ID25) and Japanese
aerial photography (Virtual Shanghai: Map ID199) to reconstructs war damages. See http://virtualshanghai.net, Source
maps.
This statement is based on a preliminary analysis of land
values as reconstructed with the original cadastral maps and
related data for 1932, 1934, 1939 and 1941.
Extra-settlement road area was an unofficial extension of the
International Settlement through the building of roads and
acquisition of land. It was not recognized as a legal part of the
settlement by the Chinese authorities. The ambiguous status
of this are was the source of recurrent tensions and conflicts.
See original on the Virtual Shanghai platform, Map ID 199
(http://virtualshanghai.net/Map_List.php?ID=199&CF=3).
We thankfully acknowledge the generosity of Osaka
University scholars who shared this unique document
with us.
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